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The archive - conclusions 
Much of what we will present in this closing chapter is a house of cards 
which may partly or entirely collapse if one or more of our suppositions 
prove to be wrong. For example we do not know for certain what the north-
western corner of the MM II palace looked like and this is essential when one 
wants to reconstruct the archive room on the first floor. Also, we cannot 
prove beyond doubt, that the staircase leading up to the archive really exi-
sted. It seems reasonable to suppose that the archive was actually stored on 
the upper floor since by far the majority of the finds, documents as well as 
more or less complete vases and plaster fragments, were found in the upper 
passes during the excavation and not on the floor of the ground departn1ent 
(Fig. 8). However, and most crucially, can we be sure that the finds on the 
ground floor really reflect the original position of the finds on the upper floor 
as argued above (pp . 46-7). And also in this connection, we cannot be cer-
tain which finds may originally have belonged to the floor of the basement 
room. What we have ascribed to the basement room are a few items only, 
which were found during cleaning operations of the floor. These finds main-
ly consisted of pieces of carbon, mud-brick, a few bones and a few pieces of 
obsidian. With these serious uncertainties in mind, we do however wish to 
present a conjectural reconstruction and interpretation of the MM II hiero-
glyphic archive at Petras. 
The architecture 
The north wall of the archive room must by nature have followed that of the 
north facade. In the basement this wall is c. 1.30 thick, but there is no reason 
why it should exceed 0.60-0.70 in thickness on the upper, 1st , floor. The 
north wall would also display the recess found on the ground floor. The east-
ern wall of the archive would seem to be identical with the partition wall 
between corridors 5 and 6 since no archival remains were recovered in cor-
ridor 5. The southern limit of the archive is the Squares A, <D and BA, which 
were all without many finds. For this reason the southern wall of the archive 
should be situated above the squares mentioned. This position is also confir-
med by architectural considerations, in that the southern wall could not be 
pushed further south, as it would prohibit use of the lower flight of the stair-
case (Figs. 80-1). 
Due to the distribution of finds we must assume that the staircase started in 
the opening of corridor 6. At the southern end of the wall between corridors 
5 and 6 is seen a slightly worn schist slab almost 0.80 wide. It is at a height of 
1.40 above the floor of the passage and we believe it to be part of the landing 
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of the staircase. T his means that there were probably eight steps (0.33 deep 
and 0.175 high) and with another four steps leading upwards from the lan-
ding, the surface of the floor on the first floor, it would be at the altitude of 
c. 39.75 - 2.10 above the floor of the passage Allowing for c. 0.15-20 for the 
ceiling/ upper-floor construction this would give a height for the 
passage/ basern.ent room at c. 2 metres (Fig. 82). This, we have been kindly 
informed by Martin Schrn.id, architect of the M alia excavations, is the usual 
height in basement rooms in MM II buildings. 
Concerning the first floor it is thus clear that the staircase would end more 
towards the south than where it started on the ground floor. We still believe 
that the east wall of the archive is the partition wall of the staircase, but it is 
questionable whether it ended in a 4.50 long corridor or whether one would 
have entered the room/ rooms above corridors 1-4 (Figs. 80-1) directly. 
Perhaps the latter alternative is the more probable since there is no evidence 
to show that this part of the building had yet another storey and since this 
solution would supply the otherwise very dark staircase with more light 
coming from hypothetical windows in the upper storey. 
The identification of the western wall of the archive is n10re problematic. If 
one follows the limit of where the documents were found on the ground floor 
it would be situated where there is now a partition wall between corridors 7 
and 8 (stippled line on Fig. 81). However, as seen in the section in Fig. 7, the 
deposit with the archive continues below that wall and this part of the hiero-
glyphic archive is as yet unexcavated and in the narrow northern area of cor-
ridor 8 did the excavation stopped at a level where the MM II hieroglyphic 
deposit started in the neighbouring area. From a constructional point of view 
the most obvious solution to the western wall of the archive room would be 
the one where we have earlier identified the entrance to the basement room 
(cf above p . 24 and Fig. 5). 
If one extends the southern wall of the archive up to the western wall of 
corridor 8 one comes upon a large apparently corner block, presumably of 
EM date. The wall which this block belongs to continues north and runs 
below the later MM III/LM T wall probably to m eet the continuation of the 
north facade . If this wall was re-used as a wall foundation in the MM II period 
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Fig. 82. Conjectural recon-
struction of staircase and 
floor of archive room. 
Scale 1:100. 
Fig. 83. Distribution of 
plaster fragments. 
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it may have constituted part of the west facade and thus been the natural limit 
of the archive room above. At any rate, the evidence, as preserved, seems to 
show that there was no full wall below the south wall of the archive, but large 
rafters running from. the east wall of corridor 6 across the thick wall between 
corridors 6 and 7 and up to the above mentioned corner stone could easily 
have carried a thin, either mud-brick or wooden, wall at the upper floor. 
Since only very few and small pieces of mud-brick were found in the sout-
hern part of the archive (see below Fig. 95) it may perhaps be conjectured that 
a wooden wall existed here. Furthermore a wooden wall would not necessa-
rily have needed plaster and as seen in Fig. 83 few pieces of plaster were found 
in the area of the south wall. 
We thus suggest that the westernmost wall of the archive is situated in line 
with the partition wall between corridors 8 and 9, but if the distribution of 
finds on the ground floor reflects the actual size of the archive room above, 
one may envisage a sn1.all room with a narrow veranda in front. In any case it 
would most likely be necessa1y for the west wall to face an open space in 
order to provide the necessa1y light to the room (c£ below). 
We conjecture that an entrance to the archive existed at the end of the par-
tition wall of the staircase. The archive may thus have been reached from the 
large room above corridors 1-4 or from the basement via the staircase. There 
is also the possibility that a door or opening may have existed above the 








































2.5 x 3.1 or 2.5 x 4.3 depending on the position of the western wall. One 
entrance seems to have been in the northeastern corner of the room. Light 
might have been partly provided through a window in the north wall, but 
since this is the direction which provides the least light, it is reasonable to sup-
pose that the main source of light would have been a large window in the 
west wall. Concerning light it would be reasonable also to expect a window 
in the north w all at the end of the stairway. 
If one considers the distribution maps of all finds from the archive, Figs . 30, 
77-8 and 84, it immediately springs to notice, that there were no finds in 
Square O and very few finds in the Squares X, R, U, L, K, M, AB and AA. 
It almost seems as if a passage was kept free from the southern part of Squares 
0/K over X , A, N , M , AB up to the northeastern door (the many plaster 
finds in Square M are supposed to derive from the wall in the basement) and 
from X up to the western part of Y . There is no structural reason for missing 
finds in these areas, and storage of perishable materials is not very likely. The 
most simple explanation is that these areas were kept free because they repre-
sent areas where it was necessary for people to be able to move freely. Thus, 
the above suggestion, that a door existed in the central part of the southern 
wall and that a window existed in the central part of the western wall. The 
few cups and pieces of obsidian found in Square Y may perhaps have been 
placed in the windowsill. 
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Fig. 84. Distribution of 
most archival documents. 
Those in bold script signify 
more or less complete 
documents . 
Fig. 85. Distribution of 
complete and more or less 
completely preserved (more 
than half) documents. Only 
the clay bars (CB) and the 
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The finds from the archive consisted mainly of pottery, documents, plaster 
and obsidian. Concerning the plaster, some fragments had undoubtedly fallen 
from the walls of the basement while the majority would have come from the 
archive room indicating that the inner walls of the room and perhaps the floor 
were plastered. Also among the plaster fragments were found remains fron1 
tables of which three may have existed: two in the southwestern part of the 
room and one in the eastern part (cf. above pp. 31, 39, 43, 45 and Fig. 83). 
Obsidian flakes and blades were scattered over most of the archive room with 
concentrations in the northwestern and southeastern comers (Fig. 77). 
Concerning the documents there were two concentrations of ve1y fragmen-
ta1y sealings found: one around Square P and another in the Squares B/H. 
The medallions and clay bars were found scattered and more or less isolated 
in the central part of the room, while two smaller collections of sealings were 
found around the Squares .E and E/Z respectively (Fig. 84). The more or less 
completely preserved vases were concentrated in three areas: to the north-
west, in the southwestern comer, and in the eastern area especially around 
Square E/Z (Fig. 30). In a ve1y general way we notice that where we have 
the large concentrations of ve1y fragmenta1y sealings there is ve1y little potte-
1y while in the areas with better preserved sealings (Fig. 85) we find a mix-
ture of sealings and vases (Squares T /.E and E/Z/r). 
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The northwestern corner 
The n10st interesting combination of finds is perhaps the one noted in the 
northwestern corner of the room. Three restorable large containerscame to 
light in this area: a wide-mouthed jug (P16), a large spouted cooking pot? 
(P52), and a very fine carinated bridge-spouted jug (P10), and together with 
these also the fragment of a small decorated amphora with a potter's mark 
(P49). Furthermore there was a fine decorated straight-sided cup (P14), a fine 
carinated cup (P9), a painted ledge-rimmed bowl (P7) and a deep conical cup 
(P15). The only other place with larger vessels is the area of the Squares A/Z/r 
with part of an amphora (P20), a fragmentary wide-mouthed jar (P11), and a 
fragmentary wide-mouthed jug. The quality of the pottery from the north-
western corner is matched by the sealings. Eight sealings were found in this 
area, seven of which had seal impressions. Only two were rather fragmentary 
(Co11 and D6) while four were more or less complete. One of the complete 
specimens was the only complete peg sealing found in the archive (D1) for 
which reason one may perhaps suggest that it actually sealed a chest or cup-
board stored in the archive. Two of the other completely preserved sealings 
were direct sealings of Type 7 C. One of these, D21 with seal 002, is of a type 
which could have sealed one of the large containers while the other D16, 
might have sealed an object in perishable material stored in the area. The type 
7D sealing D35, although small is also fairly completely preserved, and may 
well have been sitting on an object when the catastrophe occurred, and the 
same applies to the Type 7B sealing D10, which secured an object with a flat 
surface probably made out of wood. It should be noted that five pieces of car-
bon were collected within the same area which also produced seven pieces of 
obsidian some of which may have been used to cut the strings of the sealed 
objects presumably stored in the area. 
From the northwestern corner there is thus some evidence which permits 
the suggestion that items were actually stored and sealed in this part of the 
archive. The storage may have been somewhat more extensive than the pre-
served evidence seems to show. This is so because almost one metre of the 
northern part of the archive room rested directly upon the wall of the north 
facade (the area without squares in Fig. 81). What was stored in this area could 
therefore not have fallen to the ground floor, but would have been crushed 
in connection with the destruction or - at any rate - been removed in con-
nection with the later building activities. If our idea that this area was used as 
a storage area is correct we do not know whether the items were brought in 
to be further monitored or whether they were for the "daily use" of those 
working in the archive in the form of writing material, writing equipment, 
tools, food, wine, etc. or even more importantly the finished written docu-
ments. Two points may perhaps speak in favour of the latter interpretation. 
One is the actual position within the archive: in the corner most remote from 
the doors of the room. The second is the evidence of the seal impressions. 
Impressions from seven different seals, five of which were high quality seals, 
were identified in the area, and impressions from two of these seals, the intert-
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wined rope-design PE 003, and the bovid PE 005, were also found am.ong 
the fragn1ented seals in the southeast corner of the room. (see below, Fig. 98). 
This fact may reflect the well-known system of opening and closing contain-
ers and discarding the broken sealings. If the above speculations should prove 
to hold true they are interesting in that it would permit us to identify seals 
used by officials responsible for at least some of the activities in the archive 
room. Apart from the two mentioned above, these seals are PE 002 with the 
possible bird representation, PE 004 with the very well-executed double spi-
ral motif PE 016 with an indeterminable geometric(?) design, PE 006 with a 
simple geometric design and PE 018 with the representation of a walking lion. 
The eastern area 
Some evidence exists to indicates that the eastern area of the Squares r, ~. E, 
and Z was the place where transactions with the outside world took place, i.e. 
an area where documents from outside were received and an area where 
docum.ents intended to leave the archive were issued. First of all - at least, as 
we logically envisage it - it would ideally have been only one metre from the 
entrance of the room along the eastern wall. Furthermore the evidence of the 
noduli shows (cf below) that it is almost certain that it was here that two nodu-
li were in the process of being issued. If we consider also the distribution of 
other possibly unfinished documents (see below, Fig. 93) they are all - with 
the exception of a lum.p found in Square BA - found in the same general area. 
Furthermore, a few lumps which may have been prepared for documents 
were also found here. As demonstrated below, the same area is the only other 
area - apart from the northwestern - where some fairly complete sealings 
were found. For this reason we do not find it unreasonable to guess that these 
sealings may perhaps represent documents delivered to the archive. When we 
consider the remaining finds from the same area, we see that it produced an 
amphora and a wide-mouthed jar together with several cups and bowls (not 
of fine quality) which may have provided drinks and "snacks" for em.ployees 
as well as "clients". It is also the area with the largest concentration of bones. 
Some consumption may have taken place here and for whatever reason, the 
area also produced fragments from one or two plastered tables. All things con-
sidered it would not be unreasonable to view this area as a place where peop-
le from inside and outside were stayed while their transactions were carried 
out. 
If we are correct in thinking that the relatively few but also relatively well-
preserved sealing in this area represent sealings brought into the archive for 
further registration, we may envisage that the seals PE 009, 011, 048 and per-
haps 022 found on the con1.bination nodules in the area, represent people ( or 
bureaucrats), who work outside (or also work outside) the archive. The same 
argument would apply to seal PE 012 which was found in Square r on the 
almost complete direct sealing of Type 07C(?). If we also extend the argu-
ment to include the less well-preserved sealings from the area we may add 
another four seals PE 020, 039 and 040 found in irregular string nodules and 
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PE 010 found on a peg sealing; and it is ah11ost certain that PE 021 found on 
the roundel represents an "outside seal", and the same applies to PE 001 
found on a crescent. 
The inscribed documents 
The clay bars and the medallions were found rather isolated in the centre of 
the room in a restricted area within the Squares P, 8, A, N and M, and if we 
include the inscribed crescents and the roundel, the area includes also the 
Squares Z, Kand H (Fig. 86) . An interesting point about the clay bars is that 
they (or at least Hh 016) were in the process of being written. On sided on 
Hh 016 we see that the scribe had finished the first sign- group followed by 
numerals and th v rtical stroke w hich indicat s that another sign-group is to 
follow. Actually we can also see that the scribe started to write a new sign -
but never finished. The rest of this side of the bar is empty. For some reason 
- probably a warning of the catastrophe - the scribe must have dropped what 
he was working with and left the archive never to return. At any case, the 
preserved evidence clearly shows that the scribe ofHh 016 was actually writ-
ing on his clay bar at the time of the catastrophe. The same may perhaps have 
been the case with the scribe of the other clay bar Hh 017. Here it seems that 
side c was never written to the end, while side dis still completely empty. At 
a distance of less than 0.30 to the east of Hh 017 was found a bronze point 
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Fig. 86. Distribution of 
inscribed documents. Bold 
script indicates more or less 
complete documents . 
Ordinary script indicates the 
Hx documents. Mi4, 6 and 
8 were collected from 
sieved soil. 
(Fig. 14) which we believe was a stylus (c£ above p. 133). The scribe of Hh 
017 may therefore have dropped what he was working with at the time of the 
catastrophe. This evidence also confirms the observation made above (p. 175) 
that it was two different scribes who inscribed the clay bars. Another note-
worthy point is that the few documents executed in the same soft yellow clay 
as Hh 017 were all found at a distance of 0.40 or less from the clay bar. Of 
these the three medallions were also written with a similar fine, very pointed 
stylus. Thus, if the medallions were also written by the two scribes we learn 
that they were produced before the clay bars. It seems certain, in any case 
(since the medallions are finished documents) that they were written before 
the bars and that they were found close to the scribes producing the clay bars. 
We may thus imagine one of two scenarios: (1) that the scribes had produced 
a number of n1edallions after which they made the clay bars or (2) they may 
have had at close hand some written evidence which they were transferring 
onto the clay bars. We do not know which. While the evidence of the soft 
yellow clay seems to favour the first solution, it is tempting to argue that the 
evidence of the same sign-group found on Hh 016 and the crescent Ha 003B 
(c£ above, p. 156, 164) favours the second solution. The same argument may 
perhaps also be valid concerning the three sign-groups starting with 042-023 
on Hh 016, the medallion He 006 and the crescent Ha 003y. Also, the sug-
gestion above (p. 177), that the medallions were "working documents" in 
workshops and magazines - later transferred to the archive - would seem to 
accord well with the second solution. Concerning the other inscribed crescents 
it is noted that the largest and best preserved Ha 004, was also found in the 
general area of the inscribed material, while the ve1y fragmenta1y one Cr4 (Hx 
22), was found among the ve1y fragmented sealings in Square BA and may thus 
be remains of a crescent which had served its purpose. 
However it clear that two scribes were at work in the archive, in a space 
which was obviously not occupied by other activities and physically located 
relatively close to the supposed window in the west wall. 
It must remain uncertain whether the n1.edallions were actually inscribed in 
the archive and the same applies to the crescents, while the roundel (Rl) most 
likely would have been inscribed at the place where the transaction for which 
it was required took place. The evidence of roundels in the Linear A admini-
stration strongly suggests that these documents functioned as receipts within 
the administration and that they were tempora1y documents containing infor-
mation which had to be transferred to other media, in an archive. If so, the 
find spot of Rl is interesting in that it was located in Square H together with 
the many fragmented sealings. It would thus seem that we are here dealing 
with a discarded roundel which had served its purpose. 
The state of the sealings 
While the inscribed material from the archive is relatively well- and/ or com-
pletely preserved, exactly the opposite is the case with the sealings where only 
a dozen are more than half preserved (Fig. 84). Now, it may be argued that 
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the inscribed documents (at least the clay bars and the medallions) are solid 
documents in contrast to most sealings that enclosed strings or sat on objects, 
and were thus more fragile. This explanation probably does not hold true, 
since documents such as, for example, peg sealings, are also fairly solid, and at 
other sites as Knossos, Phaistos and Malia mostly found in a rather complete 
state. It should also be recalled that string nodules, when found in LM I B 
archives in the Linear A administration, are usually recovered in a fairly com-
plete state. The same is also true for by far the majority of the Mycenaean seal-
ings found in, for example, the archive rooms (7-8) at Pylos. Another expla-
nation which could perhaps account for the state of poor preservation of the 
sealings would be that they were not very well fired during the destruction of 
the archive and were therefore very vulnerable to the process of the collapse 
of the archive and to general disintegration. However, neither does this expla-
nation seem fully satisfactory since the san-ie argument would also apply to the 
inscribed documents and the more or less completely preserved sealings. 
Another explanation should probably be formulated. When we consider the 
distribution of more or less complete sealings (Fig. 84) we see that, apart from 
those found in the southwestern comer, they are concentrated in two areas: 
the northwestern corner and a small area in the eastern part. In the northwest-
ern corner we believe, as argued above, that the sealings were in use at the 
time of the catastrophe, while the eastern area could have been the place 
where the archive bureaucrats met people coming from outside. The more or 
less complete sealings found here may thus represent sealings brought to the 
archive from outside. This leaves us with two areas where most of the seal-
ings were discovered and where most were in an extremely fragmentary con-
dition: around Square P and in Squares B / H. There can be little doubt that 
the sealings in these two concentrations represent broken sealings and the very 
poor state of preservation (see for example Mi41 , Mi27 and Mi45) may indi-
cate that they were even deliberately crushed sealings - probably intended for 
re-use (cf. below) . Only a few documents seem at first sight not to belong in 
these two concentrations. In Square B/H we find a broken, but almost com-
plete roundel, a broken but almost complete direct sealing (D38) and the bro-
ken, but fairly complete and considerably burnt crescent (Cr3). In and around 
Square P we find three roughly half-preserved direct sealings (D31, D37 and 
D17). The explanation for these unusually well-preserved documents in the 
mentioned areas may very simply be that they were not yet crushed. And in 
this connection it should be noted - for what it is worth - that a small stone 
(c. 3.0 in diameter) is still glued to the direct sealing D20 (which may origi-
nally have been part ofD17). 
The noduli 
In the Linear A administration the noduli are supposed to have functioned as 
dockets and/ or tokens - in either case issued by the administration. It is there-
fore highly interesting to find in the archive one (N2) or more probably two 
(N3) unfinished documents which could hardly have served any other pur-
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Fig. 87. Distribution of 
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pose than being noduli. One (N2) had the classical appearance of a n.odulus, the 
upper smface of which had been ve1y well-polished, ready to receive a seal 
im.pression. N3 also had a similar well-polished surface prepared for a seal 
impression. These two unfinished documents seem to confirm that sealing 
activities were taking place in the archive which may be taken as a supporting 
argument for the general hypothesis that noduli were issued by the admini-
stration. The find spot may also be important in this connection. The two 
unfinished noduli were found in Squares Z and E/ Li (Fig. 87) which are rela-
tively close to the entrance of the archive room. One could easily imagine 
that these documents were in the process of being issued to waiting indivi-
dual(s) who had entered the archive. 
Distribution of other sealed documents 
When we consider the remaining sealed documents (Figs. 88-92) it becom.es 
clear that no special type was designated to any special area within the archive. 
The only two tendencies we notice is that six out of eight peg sealings or pos-
sible peg sealings were found in the western part of the room, as were the 
three Type 07B sealings (those which had been placed on a flat surface). It 
n1.ust remain uncertain whether these tendencies may be related to the pre-
sumed storage activities in the northwestern comer. Concerning the Type 7B 
sealings this would seem possible since one of them was ac tually found in the 
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Fig. 90. Distribution of peg 
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007) which were also found elsewhere in the archive although on different 
types of direct sealings. It is possible therefore, that those two seals should be 
added to the list of seals used by individuals working in the archive room (cf. 
above). With regard to the peg sealings, the evidence is not equally suggest-
ive mainly because two fragments were actually found in the eastern part. 
Concerning the combination nodules it is noted that the more or less com-
plete ones were only found in the eastern area where we suspect that transac-
tions with the outside world took place. These combination nodules may thus 
represent sealings brought into the archive for further registration (cf. above). 
It should also be noted that, with the possible exception of Co 11, the north-
western area produced only direct sealings and irregular string nodules. The 
significance of this observation will be discussed further below. 
Missing items 
If our interpretation that sealing activities took place in the archive, as the evi-
dence from the northwestern corner, the unfinished noduli (and crescent?) and 
probably the numerous lumps seem to indicate, there must obviously have 
been one or more seals present in the archive room at the time of the cata-
strophe. However, none were found during the excavation. This, of course, 
may have been due to chance, but recalling the seal worn on a string around 
the arm of one of the cupbearers in the Procession Fresco from Knossos, and 
considering the importance of the seal as an instrument for the identification 
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Fig. 92. Distribution of mis-
cellaneous (indeterminable) 
documents (Mi). Bold script 
indicates more or less com-
plete documents. Ordinary 
script indicates fragmentary 
and/or doubtful. Mi4, 6, 8 
15-20, 35-40 and 44 were 
recovered from sieving. 
Fig. 93. Distribution of 
unfinished(?) documents. 
Bold script indicates more 
or less complete documents. 
Ordinary script indicates 
uncertain. 
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of a person or an office, it is hardly surprising that this would have been the 
one item that would not have been left behind if possible. In other words the 
absence of the seals is to be expected. 
The clay bars which were in the process of being incised, the unfinished 
documents (Fig. 93) and the numerous clay lumps (Fig. 94) clearly indicate 
that the clay used to form. these documents must have been kept in the 
archive. In ordina1y circumstances, raw or tempered clay would have been 
covered in skin or a piece of cloth and kept moist by adding a little water now 
and then. It is unlikely that people fleeing the room would have tried to sal-
vage a package of clay, so the material should have existed or been found 
during the excavation. It is probable that one or more of the temporarily mis-
placed pieces of "mud-brick" may actually have been "raw clay" intended for 
documents. One of the areas where this clay may possibly have been stored 
would have been the northwest comer (cf above) and two of the few mud-
brick fragments were actually excavated here (Fig. 95). One might expect raw 
clay to have been kept in the eastern part of the room where noduli were 
obviously being issued. In this connection we n1.ay note that pieces of "mud-
brick" were noted in both Squares H and K. 
Another source of clay fo r documents may have been rejected and broken-
up sealings intended for re-use. We noted above that in two areas in particu-
lar in the Squares IT and H / B there were numerous fragmented sealings (Fig. 
84) . In this connection it should be noted that it was in the same two gene-
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While the possible evidence for the existence of larger lumps of raw clay 
intended for documents has been temporarily misplaced, the evidence discov-
ered seem s to indicate that discarded sealings may have functioned as another 
source of clay for documents. Here in the Petras hieroglyphic archive the evi-
dence speaks for an economic re-use in contrast , for example, to the enor-
mous amount of discarded sealings from the contemporary Linear A archive 
at Phaistos . 
The archive must also have contained items with w hich it would have been 
possible to smooth the surface of the documents, as clearly shown by the clay 
bars and the unfinished noduli. In the case of the noduli the object must 
obviously have had a very flat, smooth and strong smface - perhaps small 
boards of plaster were used? In the case of the inscribed documents , other 
means were used to smooth the surfaces. We do not know w hat was used, 
but if the items were excavated and we consider the distribution map Fig. 78, 
bone fragrn.ents seem the only possible solution, although a small smoothed 
sea or river pebble would also have done the j ob. 
The archive produced two clay bars, which w ere probably both in the pro-
cess of being inscribed. A natural question would therefore be: where are the 
clay bars w hich had been finished? The piles of broken sealings certainly seem 
to indicate that a great deal of information had already been transferred to 
other media and from a common sense consideration, it is difficult to believe 
that the archive would have contained no more clay bars when we recall the 
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Fig. 94. Distribution of 
lumps (L). Bold script indi-
cates 1nore or less complete 
documents. Ordinary script 
indicates fragmenta1y 
and/ or doubtful. L17- 19 
and 22-24 were recovered 
from sieving or surface 
cleaning. 
Fig. 95 . Distribution of 
metal, stones, carbonised 
wood, carbon and fragments 
of mud-brick. Cw14 is a 
fragment of burnt almond 
shell. Cw22 
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amounts of such documents discovered in the remains from the hieroglyphic 
archives of the palaces at Knossos and Malia. We believe that the archive at 
Petras also contained more finished documents, and if this is the case they 
would have been stored in the northern (northwestern) part of the room., 
where - as argued above - such objects would have had no chance of survi-
val. 
Writing material 
Clay was used as writing material, but the question is whether perishable 
n1.aterial was also in use . Here we can initially state that the types of docu-
ments which in the Linear A administration are supposed to have been 
attached to documents written on parchment (flat-based nodules) and papy-
rus (single-hole hanging nodules) are not recorded from the Petras archive. It 
can also be stated that none of the sealings bore impressions of anything remi-
niscent of papyrus. Leather, however, was in frequent use, but the identifica-
tion of this material is mainly connected to the string found inside or on the 
reverse of the sealings . From the Neoplalatial period we have plenty of evi-
dence that Linear A was used on almost all kinds of material and the inscrip-
tions inside two conical cups from Knossos also show that some kind of ink 
was used for inscriptions. No such supporting evidence exists for the 
Protopalatial period within the hieroglyphic administration. The evidence 
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from Knossos, however, clearly shows that parchment was in use within the 
hieroglyphic administration, but only - it seems - well into the Neopalatial 
period (cf above, p. 187). We have (above, p. 192) ventured to suggest that 
the direct sealing D38 might perhaps - in spite of all the differences compa-
red to the classical flat-based nodules - have been a forerunner of these. There 
is absolutely no way we can prove this , and the sealing belongs to those we 
believe to have been discarded. Had it only been found in the northwestern 
area, where we believe finished documents to have been stored, we might 
perhaps have felt somewhat more confident. However, we had no such luck, 
and none of the sealings found in the northwestern area could have been of 
the same type as D38. If this sealing had been sitting on a parchment docu-
ment it would be reasonable to suppose, that seal PE 019 had also been used 
by a bureaucrat in the archive. If, indeed, parchment was prepared and used 
in the archive room, the piece of pumice stone in a pre-eruption deposit may 
be noteworthy, since we know - at least with regard to the medieval period 
- that pumice was used in the process of making leather into parchment. 
Unfortunately this piece of pumice which was found in Square Y together 
with obsidian blades (which may have been used to cut leather) is among the 
temporarily missing items, and we have no way of telling what it may have 
been used for. In short: there is no positive evidence that perishable material 
was used as writing material, but there are indications that the possibility can-
not be excluded. 
The seals 
The seal devices above (p. 198) were divided into four categories: hierogly-
phic inscriptions, figural motifs, geometric motifs and indeterminable. When 
we consider the distribution of the recognisable categories (Fig. 96) we 
notice the same as with the distribution of the sealing types: there is no con-
sistent pattern. All types of seal devices were found in all areas, while seal-
ings with more than one seal impression (Fig. 97) were only noted among 
the fragmented sealings. However, since all kinds of sealings were found in 
the fragmented deposits nothing can really be based on this observation. Also 
there is no consistency either in the types of documents which bore more 
than one seal impression. Multiple impressions were found on three direct 
sealings (of which two were, not surprisingly, peg sealings), on one combi-
nation sealing, one roundel and one indeterminable sealing. When we con-
sider the distribution of sealings where an impression from the same seal is 
found more than once, it is probably significant that two which were in a 
more or less complete state were found in the northwestern area. The third 
which was also in a more or less complete state came from Square <I> while 
the remaining probably all belonged to the fragmented seals (Fig. 98). We 
have argued above that these seals were probably used by bureaucrats in the 
archive. 
The seals which for one reason or another we considered to have been used 
by bureaucrats in the archive are PE 002-007, 013, 016, 018, 019 and 032, 
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Fig. 96. Distribution of seal 
devices. 
Legend: 
F Figural motif 
G Geometric design 
H Hieroglyphic inscription 
Fig. 97 . Distribution of 
documents with two seal 
impressions. Bold script sig-
nifies the two impressions 
were identified with cer-
tainty, while ordina1y script 
signifies that one of the 
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while those used by bureaucrats or individuals outside the archive are: PE 001, 
009, 010-012, 020-022, 039, 040, and 048 (Fig. 99) . Inside the archive we 
thus believe that at least 11 seals were in use: SL'<: discoids, two stamps, one 
petschaft, one three- sided prism, and possibly a ring. Six of these seals have 
figural motifs while the remaining five have geometric designs . With the 
exception of PE 006, and possibly 007 and 016, the seals are considered to be 
of a high quality. If our supposition, that the mentioned seals were used by 
the bureaucrats of the archive is correct, it is highly interesting in that it clear-
ly indicates that the highest quality seals with the most intriguing natural 
motifs, were used by the highest ranking officials. This pattern where seal 
quality corresponds w ith the rank of the user, has always been presumed in 
general discussions on sphragistic use in the Aegean. However, it is here in 
the Petras material, that we find for the first time, an indication that this 
assumption may very well be correct. That certain seals of lesser quality were 
also used need not surprise us, since this has also been inferred from material 
found in other archives in the Aegean. 
The collection of "archive seals" is highly interesting seen from another 
point of view, specifically, when we consider the type of scalings they were 
used on. In this discussion we shall omit PE 016 which was found either on 
a Type SA or for reasons given below, perhaps more likely a Type 04. In 
any case, this document is missing the flat reverse which is a prerequisite for 
the Type 05 documents. What remains are 16 sealings, 14 of which are 
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Fig. 98. Distribution of dif-
ferent documents bearing 
impressions from the same 
seal. The numbers refer to 
the seal device number. 
Fig. 99. Seals used by bu-
reaucrats inside the archive 
are those depicted above the 
line, while those below the 
line are seals used by 
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direct sealings, one (or two) irregular sealings, and one indeterminable. It is 
known from other archives, not least the Mycenaean ones (cf. above, p. 
184), that the irregular string nodules are often fastened to the strings in a 
perfunctory manner and thus functionally, are often equivalent to a direct 
sealing. It would therefore seem that the archive seals were all some kind of 
direct sealings and it would make perfectly good sense in the scenario envi-
saged above, that it was (stationary?) cupboards, boxes and other containers 
which were sealed in the archive. In contrast to the "archive seals" we see 
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that the "outside seals" were used on a much wider range of sealing types, 
of which Types 04 and 05 are the most dominant. Of the 11 "outside seals", 
four were found on combination nodules and three on irregular string nod-
ules. One would naturally expect all kinds of sealed documents to be 
brought into the archive. For reasons given above (pp. 156 and 241) cres-
cents and roundels are considered "working documents" that were brought 
into the archive, for which reason one would not expect to find "archive 
seals" on this type of document, and the same probably holds true for the 
combination nodules. These nodules are, as we have noted above (pp . 
185-6), reasonably solid and in the case of T ype SA almost always provided 
with a 'Haltenknote'. It would therefore be reasonable to suppose that this 
kind of document could have been fastened to movable objects or been a 
document intended for moving around, as is clearly the case with the regu-
lar string nodules of the Mycenaean period. Such documents would not 
have been needed inside the archive and is why we now prefer to see the 
document stamped by PE 016 as an irregular string nodule, which is also 
why "archive seals" are not found on combination nodules. If this hypothe-
sis is correct we may then add the remaining seals found on combination 
nodules (Fig. 99) to the list of "outside seals". 
To take our speculations a bit further and into really deep water, we may 
note that there is no overlap between the "archive seals" and the "outside 
seals". This could very well be by chance, but it may, on the other hand, also 
indicate that these seals were confined to the archive for bureaucratic reasons, 
in order to differentiate sealing business performed outside the archive with 
the use of a different seal. This leads us to our last off-the-wall suggestion con-
cerning the seals. In the Petras material there appears to be an example of 
"look-alike" seals . This is the bovine found on seals PE 005 and PE 065 (cf 
above, p. 199). The interesting thing in this connection is that PE 005 is an 
"archive seal", while PE 065 is an "outside seal" found on a combination 
nodule . Might it be possible that both these seals were used by the same per-
son: one inside the archive and the other outside the archive? One could also 
ask this question with reference to another pair of seals, PE 003 ("archive 
sseal") and PE 009 (" outside seal"), the designs of which are in principle much 
alike. 
It has been noted a few times above that even when large enough to display 
an entire seal device, a sealing may only have displayed part thereof This w as 
the case with the stamp used on the peg sealing D1, and a similar observation 
can be made on PE 001 found on the crescent 0673. This may perhaps also 
be the case with seal PE 007, where at least on the preserved impressions, only 
part of the rim of the seal is visible. There are also other instances where the 
sealing was obviously too small to carry the entire image of the seal impres-
sed upon it. This is the case with PE 005 (on D35), 008, and 022, while the 
edge of the roundel (Rl) was too thin for the entire seal motif to be impres-
sed and it is also doubtful whether there would have been space in its entire-
ty for a second seal impression, PE 030, on Col. These examples show a phe-
nomenon which is well-attested in other contemporary and later archives in 
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the Aegean. Quite obviously, it seems, it did not matter to the Minoan 
bureaucrats whether or not a seal impression was complete as long as there 
was at least enough preserved for purposes of identification. 
The shape of the documents 
In the Petras archive were found eight main types of documents: four-sided 
clay bars, medallions, roundels, nodul,:, crescents, irregular string nodules, 
combination nodules (types A and B) and direct sealings (types A-E). When 
complete, or more or less so, none of these main types could be mistaken for 
anything else. We noted that all the medallions were executed ve1y different-
ly from each other, but possessed characteristics that differentiated them from 
other documents. For later periods the same holds true with noduli, but with-
out being attached to anything they, too, are unmistakable. Roundels - like 
clay bars - are fairly uniform, and the same seems to be the case with the two 
types of combination nodules. Most of the direct sealings would also be 
immediately recognisable and so would, n1.ost likely, the irregular string nod-
ules considered as types, although they may functionally have been a kind of 
direct sealing. If, for a moment, we disregard the irregular string nodules and 
possibly the direct sealings, the shape of which was dependent on the object 
they sealed, it is obvious that a great deal of care was taken to form each indi-
vidual document into a specific shape. The reason for this could hardly be 
anything but a clear bureaucratic function. Clay bars were finished accounts, 
roundels were receipts, medallions were ... , crescents were ... , combination 
nodules signified ... , etc., etc. When we also include the direct sealings, mat-
ters may be slightly more complex but were probably still obvious to the 
bureaucrats. For example, peg sealings with specific seal impressions could 
have signified that this box or this door had been opened and closed - here it 
was the seal impression which was the essential message whether it was the 
door of the oil magazine or the linen chest that had been opened and closed 
by an official. The same would probably apply to the remaining kinds of 
direct sealings . If we go one step further and also include the irregular string 
nodules in the discussion, things become more complicated. There is no 
doubt that these nodules were attached to items through strings or 
'Wickelbander', but while the shape of the nodule would not have immedi-
ately revealed the type of object, it may perhaps have revealed the type of 
transaction. If, by comparison with the Mycenaean sealings of this type, they 
had originally been fastened to objects brought into workshops and/ or store-
rooms, the shape of the nodule would clearly indicate what it had been used 
for, while the seal impression might have provided sufficient information to 
the bureaucrats to more precisely indicate the type of transaction. In the case 
of the irregular string nodules we cannot be sure whether the seal impressions 
were set by bureaucrats or individuals, while the evidence from the north-
western area of the archive certainly indicates that bureaucrats were among 
those who sealed this kind of document. We therefore have no doubt, that 
the shape of a document was important in itself and revealed a clear bureau-
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cratic message, which - with the exception of the roundel - is not clear to us 
today. 
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, much of what has been pre-
sented here is highly speculative, partly because we cannot be sure that all our 
suppositions are correct and partly because we have committed the unforgi-
vable sin of allowing a hypothesis to take the role of fact, during the course 
of discussion. This is, for example, true for the northwestern area. We have 
assumed all the way through that this is a storage area for the archive - but is 
it really? We also assume that we can pinpoint a number of specific "archive 
seals", but again, it is no more than an assumption, and any new hypothesis 
built on this assumption cannot have much value. We are painfully aware of 
these weaknesses, but the above presentation is nevertheless a scenario which 
we believe that the finds and their distribution, may tell us about the activiti-
es in the hieroglyphic archive in MM II Petras. 
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Epilogue 
A visit to the archive 
After a long trip from Kydonia, we approach the palatial building at Petras 
from the west and find a small gate almost one metre wide and a little less than 
two metres high in a recess at the northern corner. From this gate, two steps 
lead down to a dimly lit passage which after a few steps narrows to a width of 
1.5 metres. The passage has nicely plastered walls and the floor is of the usual 
beaten earth type. We see nothing stored in this passage. In the southeastern 
corner a little light comes down from the staircase leading to the upper floor. 
We walk up the first flight of eight steps which are alm.ost one metre wide, 
0.33 deep and c. 0.175 high. The landing which measures 2.5 x 0.9 is nicely 
paved with schist stones. From. the landing we take the last four steps up to 
the smface of the upper floor and on the opposite north wall we notice a small 
window. We have no interest in the room or roorn.s to the right, so we fol-
low the partition wall of the staircase to the end where we find on our left 
side, the door leading into the archive. This door is 0 .80 wide and two metres 
high . We go through the doo1way and turn left immediately because oppo-
site the door at a distance of one metre, the north wall of the building pro-
trudes 0.70 towards the south. We are now inside the archive. 
We see an oblong room which measures almost 4.5 metres in an east-west 
direction and 2.5 metres in a north-south direction. We notice a large win-
dow in the west wall which gives a good working light for the scribes and for 
the officials who need to discern the devices on the seal impressions. 
Furthermore, there is a smaller window in the north wall, and almost in the 
middle of the south wall, we see a door opening into a non-public room -
perhaps living quarters for son1.e of the bureaucrats. Three of the walls (the 
northern, western and eastern) are stone built and plastered in places, even 
with traces of red paint. The southern wall is thinner and appears to be a 
(painted?) wooden wall. The roof is carried by large rafters approximately 
0.20 in diameter and the wooden floor is covered with plaster and has been 
repaired several times. Up against the north wall are a couple of shelves, one 
of which is filled with small containers, some small wooden boxes, a couple 
of amphorae and jugs and a couple of small leather bags. They are all sealed 
because they contain items which only high-ranking individuals in possession 
of the proper seals have permission to open. On the same shelf are also placed 
a couple of obsidian blades which are used to cut off the sealings whenever 
the stored items have to be used, and we also note several strings of leather 
and organic material, which were used when the containers had to be re-
sealed. On the other shelf are stored a few cups and bowls of good quality. 
On the floor, below the shelves, stand two small chests, both sealed with peg 
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seatings. This is, we are told, where all the finished written documents are 
kept safe. On the floor in front of the chests is placed a cooking pot contai-
ning a meal for the employees of the archive. 
Just inside the door where we entered we find another shelf on the centre 
of the eastern wall . Here are stored some rather simple conical cups and bowls 
as well as a few finer carinated cups. On the floor close to the shelves is placed 
a large coarse amphora filled with water, from which we are offered a cup, 
and a small, fine, decorated bowl contains almonds which we are also offered 
to eat and a few shells of which are still lying on the floor not far from the 
bowl. In another bowl we even saw a few mussels. On the floor are also 
placed two small plastered tables. It is here we meet the first official of the 
archive . He is busy preparing a couple of noduli for a contractor who had per-
formed work for the administration and who is now waiting for his dockets 
so that he can later go and exchange them for a ration of food. The official, 
or perhaps it is only his helper, has just finished the two noduli by polishing 
them on a small plate of plaster so that the surface is now flat and shiny. In 
the process of polishing the nodule, the helper had added a little olive oil or 
animal fat which was kept in a small bowl next to him. Now we are just wai-
ting for the official who will stamp the noduli with one of the fine, official seals 
of the archive. But at the moment the official is busy with a different job, 
because one of his colleagues, who we met on the staircase on our way up, 
has just been in the archive, where he delivered a number of irregular string 
nodules, a few combination nodules and some direct sealings, which the offi-
cial with the seal is now busy sorting and preparing so that the information 
contained therein can be recorded later in the day. The two scribes working 
in the centre of the room have no time to do it right away because they are 
busy with another job . A short time before we entered the archive one of the 
chests with finished documents had been opened and each scribe had been 
given a number of medallions and crescents, the information from which they 
are now transferring to the four-sided clay bars. Before they started they made 
a rough calculation as to how much information the clay bar would contain 
so that they would not make it larger than necessary. Economy - even in 
small things like clay - is a virtue. The clay bars had been prepared and rough-
ly smoothed with a large piece of bone and the scribes are now inscribing the 
clay bars as they study the medallions lying close at hand. The scribe with the 
small tablet is sitting closest to us , and we can clearly see his exquisite stylus. 
It has a very pointed bronze needle set into a shaft made of olive wood. T he 
point of the stylus is almost 3.5 long so the scribe holds the point of the sty-
lus between his thumb, index finger and middle finger, while the shaft is 
placed in the crook between the index finger and middle finger in such a way 
that the point meets the clay at almost a right angle. 
When all the information from the medallions, crescents and roundels has 
been transferred onto the clay bars and perhaps parchment, these documents 
have served their purpose exactly like the many sealings, the information of 
which had earlier in the day been transferred onto clay bars and other written 
documents. All these sealings and other temporary documents must now be 
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discarded, and to our great pleasure, we note that they are not thrown out and 
wasted. Since economy is a virtue, as we noted earlier, they are re-used. In a 
small area on each side of the southern door, some assistants in the archive are 
crushing the documents into sufficiently small pieces to be easily dissolve 
when a little water is added to them, and we can see how the helpers form 
small lumps of clay ready to be turned into documents. Some of these lumps 
are used in the archive when the containers and boxes need to be re-sealed, 
but some are also prepared for officials who are on their way out to workro-
oms and magazines in order to record activities there. Above the assistant in 
the western part of the room there is another shelf where a few fine cups and 
bowls are stored and in front of him there is another plastered table on the 
floor. 
When we have taken all this in, we ask one of the officials, if we can be per-
nutted to see the seals, that are at the disposal of the archive. He readily shows 
us his collection which consists of two disco ids and a stamp . The discoids both 
reveal a standing bovid, and he tells us that he is only supposed to use one of 
them inside the archive; he uses the other when he is at work outside the 
archive . He calls a few colleagues, who also show us their seals, one of them 
a gold ring depicting a watchful beast. Then he shows us all the different types 
of documents which have come into the archive, and explains to us how the 
shape of each document clearly shows him what kind of transaction has taken 
place when the document is issued outside the archive. Thus the clay discs 
with seal impressions along the edge are receipts for items leaving the store-
rooms, and the clay sealings which have been pressed against a flat smface and 
which also have strings in the interior are sealings which had accompanied 
goods which had been transported from one place to another; when he sees 
the seal impression on these nodules he can even tell us which goods have 
been moved. We ask him whether all the accounts are written only on clay, 
because we had heard rumours that also thin, soft, worked leather was used. 
He will not answer that question - it is a secret, he says. 
We have many other questions to ask the official, but unfortunately he has 
much work to do, and cannot spare us any more time . We take leave of 
eve1yone in the room and leave, the way we arrived. Back in the bright sun-
shine in the West Court we wonder: did we just experience something real, 
or was it only a fai1ytale? 
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